
A cross is burning on the front lawn of this University...Something has

told Black and Third World people at Brown University that racism is alive,

doing quite well and.receiving the support of this University and its

administration.

On March 4th 1985 a Black man was intimidated and beaten up in his own

dorm room by a white person, and we as Third World people wait for justice to be

done. We fear for our lives and feel that no one besides ourselves is concerned

for our safety and well being. Racial violence towards Black and Third World

women and men has reached epidemic proportions, and racial violence has become a

popular, accepted, even University sanctioned means of human expression on this

campus.

Every day Black women have bottles thrown at them. Every day Black men

are arrested and threatened by Brown and Providence Police. Every day and night

Third World people are harassed as they walk through Wriston Quad, and every day

this racist University proves that it just does not give a damn.

To this very day the University questions whether or not certain

incidents on this campus are racially motivated. The University claims that these

are isolated incidents and, when confronted with the responsibility of controlling

these incidents, the University looks Third World people square in the eye and

says "Who, me?" We, as victims, know that these incidents are racial. We know

that they are not isolated, and we know who is responsible for these incidents.

The recent assault of Alvin Tucker in Hope College is as isolated an

incident as is the lynching of Black men throughout our history. The picture of

a Black person as a part of a zoo community in a recent Brown Daily Herald

cover story is as isolated an incident as is the popular depiction of Third

World people as exotic savages with fat lips, toothy smiles and eating watermelon.

The miniscule number of Black, Latino, and Asian professors and administrators



at Brown is as isolated a fact as the massive unemployment rates for Blacks and

Latinos in America. The astronomical attrition rate for Latino students on this

campus is as isolated a fact as the high alcoholism rate for Native American

in this country.

The glaring truth of the matter is that nothing that effects a Third

World person is an isolated incident because Brown has "built a consistent

record of ignoring the humiliations and concerns of Third World community,

whether they "be Third World support systems or the protection of Third World

lives. Three years ago the University had an opportunity to suspend a white

athlete for throwing bottles at Third World women, thereby showing its respect

for the safety of its Third World students. The fact that this person is still

at Brown is a clear message that the University's athletic program is more

revered than the lives of its Third World students.

Well, THE BUCK STOPS HERE!!! We, the Third World people of Brown

University, are standing- here today to tell you (the administration) that we_

refuse to "be taken for granted anymore] We refuse to pay $15,000 to walk across

campus or to sleep in our rooms fearing for our physical safety! We refuse to put

blind trust in committees and other acceptable University channels because they

have all proven frustrating and meaningless! We refuse to accept your agenda

for our destinies!

A new day is coming because we will be heard. We demand that the

fullest disciplinary action be taken against Howard Miller. We demand that the

Resident Counseling Program be re-evaluated for it has proven to be insensitive

to the needs of Third World students. We demand that Third World concerns such

as Latino admissions, the hiring of Third World faculty, and a new Third World

Center be acted upon immediately...not simply given random lip service. We

demand that the University pay full attention to acts of racial violence and do

•
whatever is necessary to protect us...or we will do what is necessary to protect



ours.elves.. We hold the Corporation, President Swearer, Dean Sheridan, and

members of the University administration fully accountable for the institutional

racism that threatens both our education and existence each and every day. We

will no longer allow Brown University to use us, the "diverse" members of its
\, as tools of propaganda. Either we will be recognized as viable

members of the Brown community or we vow that the University will suffer for

its propaganda. Our time has comeJ


